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In this paper we present a theoretical and computational study of extreme multielectron ionization
~involving the stripping of all the electrons from light, first-row atoms, and the production of heavily
charged ions, e.g., Xe1q (q<36) from heavy atoms! in elemental and molecular clusters of
Xen ,(D2)n , and (CD4)n (n555– 1061) in ultraintense~intensity I 51015– 1019W cm22) laser
fields. Single atom or molecule multielectron ionization can be adequately described by the
semiclassical barrier suppression ionization~BSI! mechanism. Extreme cluster multielectron
ionization is distinct from that of a single atomic or molecular species in terms of the mechanisms,
the ionization level and the time scales for electron dynamics and for nuclear motion. The novel
compound mechanism of cluster multielectron ionization, which applies when the cluster size
~radiusR0) considerably exceeds the barrier distance for the BSI of a single constituent, involves a
sequential-parallel, inner-outer ionization. The cluster inner ionization driven by the BSI for the
constituents is induced by a composite field consisting of the laser field and inner fields. The
energetics and dynamics of the system consisting of high energy~<3 keV! electrons and of&100
keV ions in the laser field was treated by molecular dynamics simulations, which incorporate
electron–electron, electron–ion, ion–ion, and charge-laser interactions. High-energy electron
dynamics also incorporates relativistic effects and includes magnetic field effects. We treat inner
ionization considering inner field ignition, screening and fluctuation contributions as well as small
@~<13%!# impact ionization contributions. Subsequent to inner ionization a charged nanoplasma is
contained within the cluster, whose response to the composite~laser1inner! field results in outer
ionization, which can be approximately described by an entire cluster barrier suppression ionization
mechanism. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630307#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultraintense table-top laser sources delivering;1 J per
pulse of duration of;20–100 fs are characterized by the
power of ;10 TW (1013W) and by a maximal intensity of
;1020W cm22, which constitutes the highest light intensity
on earth,1 providing new avenues in the exploration of light-
matter interaction. The interaction of clusters with such ul-
trashort and ultraintense (I 51015– 1020W cm22) laser fields
triggers ultrafast dynamics of electrons~on a time scale of
1–100 fs, mostly 1–10 fs! and of ions~on a time scale of
10–100 fs!.2–24The dynamics of electrons involves the inner
ionization process, which strips the cluster atoms or mol-
ecules of some or of all of their electrons, and the outer
ionization process, which removes all or part of the unbound
electrons from the cluster.15–18 The outer ionization is ac-
companied by Coulomb explosion,16,19 which results in the
production of energetic ions. Generally speaking, all three
processes, i.e., inner ionization, outer ionization, and Cou-
lomb explosion, are coupled to each other.16 However, there
is a hierarchy in the cause, time scales, and consequences of
these processes. The cluster ionization process is initiated by
the inner ionization, which provides the conditions for the
outer ionization. The femtosecond and sub femtosecond time
intervals of the inner and of the outer ionizations may over-
lap, but usually the inner ionization prevails on a shorter

scale than the outer ionization.16 We shall focus on electron
dynamics and novel ionization mechanisms of molecular
clusters in ultraintense laser fields (I 51015– 1019W cm22),
proceeding via a hierarchy of parallel-sequential, inner-outer
ionization processes, while the facets of the nuclear dynam-
ics of Coulomb explosion will be reported in the accompa-
nying paper.25

In this paper, we study extreme multielectron ionization
in representative elemental and molecular clusters, i.e.,
atomic clusters of xenon, Xen , and molecular clusters of
deuterium (D2)n and of deuterated methane (CD4)n (n
555– 1061) in ultraintense (I 51015– 1019W cm22) laser
fields, using classical dynamics simulations. Extreme multi-
electron ionization involves the removal of the valence elec-
trons or the complete stripping of all the electrons with the
formation of nuclei in light, first-row atoms, or the formation
of highly charged ions, e.g., Xeq1 (q<26), from heavy at-
oms. We shall address the ionization mechanisms and the
ionization levels of multielectron cluster ionization in ul-
traintense laser fields, focusing on the novel and unique fea-
tures of cluster ionization, which differ from those of the
ionization of individual atoms and molecules.

II. MULTIELECTRON IONIZATION OF A SINGLE ATOM
OR MOLECULE

In order to describe the process of cluster multielectron
ionization one has to treat the electrons bound to the hosta!Electronic mail: jortner@chemsg1.ac.il
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atoms ~ions! and the unbound electrons. The bound elec-
trons, whose motion is of strictly quantum character, are of
interest only in the context of the inner ionization process.
Atomic ionization in a strong electromagnetic field, whose
frequency is considerably smaller than the ionization poten-
tial, can be considered as electron removal through an elec-
trostatic barrier in a static electric field.26 Due to tunneling
effects the ionization probability depends, generally speak-
ing, on the quantum parameters of the electron motion.27–30

When the tunneling through such a barrier is of minor im-
portance, a classical barrier suppression ionization~BSI!
mechanism can be applied.31

The ionization of a single neutral atom or ak-fold
charged atomic ion is triggered by the BSI when the potential
Ub , at the top of the electrostatic barrier formed by the Cou-
lomb field of the (k11) charge and the outer field, is equal,
with opposite signs, to the ionization potential~IP!, Pk , of
this ion.31 ThenUb is

Ub522@eFB~k11!#1/2, ~1!

whereB514.385 eV Å andeF is the force~in eV Å21! ex-
erted by the electric fieldF on the removed electron. The
barrier is located at the distance

xb5@B~k11!/eF#1/2 ~2!

from the ion along the electric fieldF direction. For a single
atomic or molecular speciesF5F, , being the laser electric
field, F, , while for a cluster~Sec. IV! F is the sum of the
laser field and the inner cluster field. The laser fieldF, is
related to the laser intensityI ~expressed in W cm22! by

ueF,u52.74531027I 1/2eV Å21. ~3!

EquatinguUbu, Eq. ~1!, and IPPk one obtains the condition
for the ionization of a neutral atom (k50) or a k-fold
charged ion,16,31 with the field strength being

ueFu>eFb8 , ~4!

where the threshold field for inducing~classical! ionization is

eFb5Pk
2/4B~k11!. ~4a!

SubstitutingeFb , Eq. ~4a!, into Eq.~2! we obtain the barrier
location for the threshold field

xb52B~k11!/Pk . ~2a!

For atomic multielectron ionization of Xe the BSI rela-
tion, Eq.~4!, together with the atomicPk data32,33~Fig. 1!, is
applicable for allk values. The application of the atomic BSI
mechanism, Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4!, to molecules, e.g., D2 and
CD4, requires some further considerations and extensions. In
molecules, unlike atoms, the ionization process may be af-
fected by the electron delocalization and by the non-
Coulomb character of the electron potentials. The ionization
of molecules is affected by quasiresonance effects,34–36

while for the ionization of large organic molecules, e.g., ben-
zene or aromatics, electron delocalization prevails.37 In what
follows we consider molecules with localized electron bonds
where the quasiresonance phenomena can be ignored. We
restrict ourselves to ‘‘small’’ molecules, e.g., D2 and CD4,
which for the molecular radiusr M is smaller than the barrier

distancesxb ~except for the inner C atom electrons!. For
r M,xb an electron outside the molecule is subjected to a
Coulomb potential and Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4! can be used. The
condition r M,xb is expected to be very common for small
molecules, as long as the outer shell atomic electrons are
subjected to ionization. According to our estimates for di-
atomic molecules, the barrier distancesxb for the first ion-
ization are mostly 2–3 times larger than the molecule radii
r M , which are defined as half of the interatomic distances.
For the D2 molecule considered in this work, at the equilib-
rium interatomic distance of 0.742 Å (r M50.37 Å), the bar-
rier distances, Eq.~2a!, are considerably larger thanr M , i.e.,
xb51.86 Å for the first ionization (P0515.5 eV) andxb

51.93 Å for the second ionization (P1529.8 eV).
Let us now consider the polyatomic methane molecule

CD4 whose radius isr M5RCD51.09 Å. The first ionization
potential P0512.9 eV providesxb52.23 Å, a value more
than two times larger thanr M . The estimate ofPk for mul-
tielectron ionization for molecular ions (CD4)K1 (k.0) be-
comes relatively simple forK55 when the molecule is de-
scribed as consisting of four deuterons D1 and a carbon ion
Ck1 (k5K24). Applying a simple electrostatic model we
express the ionization potential of such an ionic molecule as

PK~Ck1D4
1!5Pk~Ck1!14B/RCD,

K55 – 7, k51 – 3. ~5!

The IPs of the Ck1D4
1 (k51 – 3) molecular ion, estimated

from Eq. ~5!, are presented in Table I. The barrier distances,

FIG. 1. Ionization potentials of Xek1 ions. Data adopted from Refs. 32 and
33.

TABLE I. Ionization potentials,Pk , of atomic Ck1 ions~see Ref. 32! and of
Ck1 ions in Ck1D4

1 molecules. The IPs of molecular Ck1 ions for k
51 – 3 are determined by Eq.~5! with K5k14 standing for molecular
charge. Fork54 – 5 the IPs of molecular Ck1 ions coincide with IPs of
atomic Ck1 ions.

Electron state 2p 2s 1s

k 1 2 3 4 5
K 5 6 7 4 5
Pk(C

k1) (eV) 24.4 47.9 64.5 392 490
Pk(C

k1D4
1) (eV) 77.2 101 117 392 490
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Eq. ~2!, for the outer shell electrons of carbon ions are as
follows: xb51.86, 1.71, 1.72 Å fork51, 2, 3, respectively.
Thesexb values are larger than the molecule radius ofRCD

51.09 Å, which supports the use of the atomic relations,
Eqs. ~1!, ~2!, and ~4!, for the Ck1D4

1 (k51 – 3) molecular
ion. The barrier distancesxb for inner (1s)2 electrons (k
54 – 5), which are also presented in Table I, are consider-
ably smaller thanRCD, so that the removal of these electrons
has to be considered as the ionization of the atomic Ck1 ions.

The IPs of the Xek1 ion for k<35 ~up to the ionization
of 3d electrons!32,33 are shown in Fig. 1. By substituting the
IPs of the Ck1D4

1 ~Table I! and of the Xek1 ions~Fig. 1! into
Eq. ~4a! we determined the dependence of the ionization
level k of the Ck1D4

1 and of the Xek1 ions on the laser
intensityI ~Fig. 2!. The ionization of all the valence electrons
from Ck1D4

1 is accomplished in the intensity domainsI 54
31015– 231016W cm22, while stripping of all the electrons
from CD4 occurs at I 5631018W cm22 @Fig. 2~a!#. The
multielectron ionization of Xe is gradual with increasingI,
reaching the ultrahigh ionic charge Xe361 at I
51020W cm22 @Fig. 2~b!#.

The BSI model predictions for multielectron ionization
of Xe atoms are in agreement with experiment. According to
our BSI results for atomic xenon@Fig. 2~b!#, the Xe81 ion
~with all the outer shell valence electrons being removed! is
generated atI .1.231016W cm22, which is larger by a nu-
merical factor of 2 than the experimental threshold for the
formation of these ions.28 The experimental threshold for the
formation of Xe201 ions isI;1018W cm22,38 being close to
the BSI prediction@Fig. 2~b!#.

The calculated results for multielectron ionization of
methane can only be qualitatively compared with experi-
ments on organic molecules8,39,40 in view of the differences
in the inner fields and, in particular, differences in the effects
of electron distribution in the methane molecule studied
herein and in other organic molecules, which were experi-
mentally studied.38,39 According to our BSI results for the
methane molecule@Fig. 2~a!# the C31 and C41 ions are gen-
erated atI 58.531015 and atI .1.231016W cm22, respec-

tively. The experimental study of Tzallaset al.39 performed
for the thiazole molecule provide a similar intensity ofI
5631015W cm22 for the generation of the C31 ions. How-
ever, the experimental study of Leziuset al.8 reports that the
threshold for the formation of C31 ions from some organic
molecules is at a surprisingly low intensity of
;1014W cm22. The threshold for the C41 ion generation
from C60 molecules was found to beI 5331014W cm22,40

which is more than an order of magnitude lower than the
threshold intensity for C41, calculated herein for CD4. Due
to electron delocalization effects, the effective field in mul-
tielectron ionized C60 acting on C1k ions may be larger as
compared to that in Ck1D4

1 , resulting in enhanced ioniza-
tion. Such ignition and electron delocalization effects on
multielectron ionization will subsequently be discussed in
Sec. VI for molecular clusters.

In order to check the validity of the classical BSI model
we also performed the ionization probability calculations of
Xek1 ions using the quantum model of Amossov, Delone and
Krainov ~ADK !.27 The results of these calculations are pre-
sented in Fig. 2~b! as thek(I ) dependence~with the ioniza-
tion level k being considered as a variable! for a fixed ion-
ization probability ofw51 fs21. The ADK curve lies close
to the k(I ) dependence obtained from the BSI mechanism,
which confirms the validity of the classical BSI model on the
time scale oft;1 fs. Similar results were also obtained for
the ionization of the 1s electrons of carbon ions.

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE SIMULATIONS

When the laser wavelength is considerably longer than
the cluster size, and the attenuation of light by the cluster is
negligibly small, the laser field force acting on an electron is
eF, , where the laser field is

F,5F,0~ t !cos~2pnt1w0!. ~6!

The laser field force acting on ak-fold charged ion is
2keF, . The laser field frequency is taken asn50.35 fs21,
corresponding to the photon energy of 1.44 eV. We arbi-
trarily choose the initial phase asw050. Simulations were
performed for a Gaussian-shaped pulse, which is character-
ized by the envelope

F,0~ t !5FM exp@22.773~ t/t!2#, ~7!

in the domaint.2`. The peak of the pulse is located att
50, andt is the width at the half maximum, 0.5FM . We take
t525 fs ~the width of the half maximum of the intensity
profile is 18 fs!. The field maximumFM is expressed by the
peak laser intensityI in the laser focus volume, according to
Eq. ~3!, with F,5FM assuming that the attenuation of light
in the focal volume is negligibly small.

For the Gaussian shaped laser pulse, Eq.~7!, the process
of inner ionization starts after the laser fieldF, becomes
sufficiently strong to induce one-electron ionization of some
constituent particles. We shall designate this ionization
threshold field byF th. In molecular clusters (A1A2 ...Am)n

consisting of one kind ofA1 ,A2 ,...,Am molecules~where
the indices 1,2...,m label the constituent atoms!, F th is equal
to the threshold fieldFb , Eq. ~4a!, with k50, for the first
ionization of each molecule and the production of

FIG. 2. The laser intensity~I! dependence of the ionization level of a single
atom/molecule. Calculations~solid lines! within the framework of the bar-
rier suppression ionization mechanism, Eq.~4a!. ~a! Carbon Ck1 ion from
the Ck1D4

1 molecular ion.~b! Xenon Xek1 ion. The dashed line represents
the results of the ADK~see Ref. 27! approximation~see text!.
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(A1A2 ...Am)1 molecular ions. We note that, in general, only
partial one-electron ionization of the molecular cluster con-
stituents is accomplished atF th. A complete one-electron
ionization of all the constituent atoms is achieved at a some-
what higher laser field,Fco. In (A1A2 ...Am)n clusters theFco

field is realized when eachA1A2 ...Am molecule of the clus-
ter becomes aA1

1A2
1 ...Am

1 molecular ion. We determineFco

for the single molecular ionization by substituting the mo-
lecular IP,PK for K5m21 into Eq.~4a!. The IP (m52) for
D2 was taken as the IP of the H2

1 ionic molecule at the
interatomic distance of the neutral H2 molecule.41 In the case
of CD4, the IPPm21 for the production of the C1D4

1 ion
from C1D3

1D (m55) was found adopting the electrostatic
approach, fromPK of Eq. ~5!, in the form

P4~C1D3
1D!5P0~D!1B/RCD13B/RDD . ~8!

In the case of an elemental atomic cluster, e.g., Xen , eFco

5eFth. The eFth and eFco values for (D2)n , (CD4)n , and
Xen clusters are presented in Table II.

The two field strengths for the inner ionization ofF th and
Fco distinguish three domains of different cluster ionization
levels. In the first domain,F,F th, all cluster particles are
neutral. In the second domain,F th<F<Fco, the
(A1A2 ...Am)n cluster consists of partly ionized molecules
(A1A2 ...Am)k1, k,m, and unbound electrons. The interac-
tions in such a cluster are very complicated due to the pres-
ence of dispersion and polarization interactions and due to
the quantum effects of inter- and intramolecular positive
charge delocalization.42,43 In the third domain,F,.Fco, the
cluster consists of atomic ions and unbound electrons. In this
domain the interparticle interactions are dominated by Cou-
lomb forces, which simplify the simulation treatment.

Neglecting the overlap between atomic ions we present
the ion–ion interaction by a Coulomb repulsion potential

Ui 2 i5Bk1k2 /r 12, ~9!

wherek1 andk2 stand fork1 andk2 fold ionized ions. The
electron–ion interactions were represented by a Coulomb at-
traction potential modified by a smoothing term16

Ue2 i52Bk~r 61r 0
6!21/6, ~10!

wherek stands for ak-fold ionized ion. The values of the
smoothing term are taken asr 050.3, 0.6, 1.0 Å for D1,
Ck1, and Xek1 ions, respectively. The electron–electron po-
tential is presented with a smoothing quadratic term16

Ue2e5B~r 21 r̄ 0
2!21/2, ~11!

with r̄ 050.2 Å. The smoothing parametersr 0 and r̄ 0 in Eqs.
~10! and~11! were chosen as the corresponding minimal val-
ues which do not violate energy conservation. This approxi-
mate description of the electron–ion and electron–electron
potentials underestimates small impact parameter collisions.
Numerical tests of the insensitivity of the electron and ion
energetics to changes of the smoothing parameter~within a
numerical factor of 2! indicate that such small impact param-
eter collisions are not important.

Simulations using the potentials given by Eqs.~9!–~11!
are valid only in the third domain of the inner ionization, i.e.,
for F,.Fco. However, if we start the simulations atF,

5Fco we ignore the ionization process which took place in
the domainF th<F,<Fco. On the other hand, if we start the
simulation atF,5F th, we overestimate the ionization level
by asserting that all constituent atoms are ionized at the
threshold fieldF th.

The onset of the laser pulse, Eqs.~6! and~7!, is in prin-
ciple located att52`. In our simulations we used an ini-
tially truncated Gaussian pulse with the laser fieldFs at a
finite ~negative! time t5ts . In order to explore the effects of
the rise time and initial field of the truncated pulse on the
cluster dynamics, we performed simulations of the effect of
the initial laser fieldFs on the energeticsE(Fs) of the ions in
the Coulomb explosion of multicharged (D2)n , (CD4)n , and
(Xe)n clusters in laser fields corresponding toI
51016– 1018W cm22 ~Fig. 3!. At the starting point of the
simulation all cluster atoms are taken as singly charged ions,
and the clusters are represented as (D2

1)n , (C1D4
1)n , and

Xen
1 with the geometry of neutral clusters, while the elec-

trons are initially located atr 5xb from the center of each
singly ionized ion in the cluster. The onset fieldseFth and
eFco are given in Table II. To assess the effects of initial
pulse truncation on the ion energies from Coulomb explod-
ing clusters, we defined a reference initial field strengthFs

0 at
large values ofutsu, beingFs

0,F th, with the initial ionization
levels specified earlier. We performed simulations for the ref-
erence ion energiesE(Fs

0) and for the ion energiesE(Fs) at
the different initial fieldsFs and Fs

0, respectively~where
Fs.Fs

0). Figure 3 displays the simulation results for the en-
ergy ratiosE(Fs)/E(Fs

0) versusFs /FM , whereFM is the
peak field strength, Eq.~7!. For the intensity rangeI
51016– 1018W cm22 rather small effects are manifested for
initial pulse truncation on the deuteron energetics from Cou-
lomb explosion of molecular clusters, i.e., D1 from (D2)n

and from (CD4)n ~Fig. 3!. Changing theFs /FM ratio in the
large range of 0–0.5, the effect of laser pulse truncation at
I 51018W cm22 increases the D1 ion energies from (D2)n

by less than 8% and the D1 ion energies from (CD4)n by
less than 18%@Fig. 3~a!#. At I 51016W cm22, the pulse trun-
cation in the rangeFs /FM50 – 0.5 increases the D1 ion en-
ergies from (D2)n by less than 4%@Fig. 3~b!#, while the
energies of D1 from (CD4)n decrease by about 12%@Fig.
3~b!#. The difference between the effects of pulse truncation
on D1 energies from (CD4)n at the intensitiesI 51016 and
I 51018 @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# originates from a delicate bal-
ance between cluster electron and nuclear dynamics. The

TABLE II. The first IP, P0 , and themth ~m being the number of atoms in a
molecule! IP, Pm21 and the respective ionization fieldsF th andFco, Eq. ~4a!
for the Xe atom, and for the D2 and the CD4 molecules. Fs5(F th

1Fco)/2. eF data are given in eV Å21. Representative laser peak fields are
eFM527.4 eV Å21 at I 51016 W cm22 and I 5274 eV Å21 at I
51018 W cm22.

Molec.
m

Xe
1

D2

2
CD4

5

P0 12.1 15.5 12.9
Pm21 12.1 29.8 66.4
eFth 2.54 4.18 2.89
eFco 2.54 7.72 15.3
eFs 2.54 5.95 9.10
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rather small effects of laser field truncation on the energetics
of D1 ions imply the validity of our previously reported
conclusions, based on simulations20,21,23of the energetics of
deuterons from Coulomb explosion of (D2)n and (CD4)n

clusters~where we tookFs /FM50.5).16

Regarding the energetics of heavy ions from molecular
(CD4)n clusters, the effect of changingFs /FM in the large
range 0–0.5 results in the increase of the C41 energy by less
than 3% atI 51018W cm22 and in the decrease of the ener-
gies of the Ck1 ions (k.3 – 4) by 17% atI 51016W cm22

@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. For elemental (Xe)n clusters the effects
of pulse truncation are considerably larger atI
51018W cm21, whereas in the rangeFs /FM50 – 0.5 the
energies of the Xek1 (k.18– 24) ions increase by 35%,
while at I 51016W cm22 the energies of the Xek1 ions (k

.4–11) decrease by 7%@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. The change in
the effects of laser truncation on the energetics of the heavy
ions, i.e., Ck1 from (CD4)n and Xek1 from Xen at different
laser peak intensities, reflects again, as in the case of the D1

ions, the interplay between electron and nuclear dynamics. In
addition, as revealed by our simulations for (Xe)n clusters
~which will not be presented here!, the effect of pulse trun-
cation is considerably larger due to the enhancement of the
inner ionization level with the truncated pulses. From these
simulations we conclude that, in the relevant laser ultrahigh
intensity domain used herein, the effects of the pulse trunca-
tion on the energetics of D1 and of light multicharged ions
from the Coulomb explosion of molecular clusters are rather
small ~i.e., ,20%!, and truncated pulses can be applied for
simulations of cluster Coulomb explosion driving nuclear
fusion,20,23,44 which results in considerable saving of com-
puter CPU time for the simulations.

Finally, we have to provide recipes for the choice of the
parametersFs and ts for the pulse truncation to be used in
the present simulations. From the foregoing specification of
the values ofF th andFco ~marked in Fig. 3!, we note that the
energies of the product ions exhibit a weak dependence on
Fs in the rangeFs,Fs

co, so thatF th<Fs<Fco will be ad-
equate. In the present simulations we chooseFs5(F th

1Fco)/2 ~Table II!.
The cluster inner ionization is driven by a composite

field F5F,1Fi consisting of laser fieldF, , Eq. ~6!, and
inner fieldsFi , generated by the electrostatic interactions,
Eqs. ~9!–~11!. BSI in the composite fieldF acts on each
cluster constituent and differs qualitatively from single spe-
cies ionization due to the inner field effects. When the con-
dition of Eq.~4! is fulfilled, the cluster inner ionization event
is initiated by locating the removed electron at pointxb , @Eq.
~2a!#, with zero kinetic energy. The multielectron ionization
is realized in a sequential way, i.e., one electron being re-
moved at each inner-ionization time step~20 attoseconds in
our simulations!. Such a ‘‘static field’’ ionization approxima-
tion was justified by the insensitivity of the simulation results
for electron and ion dynamics to a time lag of,50 attosec-
onds, which is considerably lower than the reciprocal laser
frequency~2.85 fs! used in the simulations. The unbound
electrons, whose kinetic energy inside the cluster in a strong
laser field falls in the range 35 eV~l.2 Å!–20 keV~l.0.1
Å!, are treated by the classical mechanics approach. Since
zero-point energy effects for the vibrations of heavy particles
are of minor importance for the process of Coulomb explo-
sion, the heavy particles are also considered as classical par-
ticles. Accordingly, the simulation of cluster ionization and
Coulomb explosion processes with appropriate ultra short,
i.e., attosecond, time intervals for the electron and nuclear
dynamics is substantiated within the framework of the clas-
sical mechanics. Considering the electrons we take into ac-
count the electric fieldeF, acting on each electron, and also
the forces generated by the magnetic component of the laser
field.16 Inside a cluster, according to our simulation results,
the electron velocity is mostly small as compared to the light
velocity, i.e.,v!c, so that the contribution of the magnetic
component of the laser field is not significant. However, out-
side a cluster the velocity of electrons is considerably higher

FIG. 3. The effect of initial laser pulse truncation at the laser fieldFs on the
energetics of D1, C1k, and Xek1 ions from the Coulomb explosion of (D2)n

and from (CD4)n , Ck1 (k53 – 4) from (CD4)n , and Xek1 from Xen . The
ion energies ratios are given byE(F th)/E(Fs

0), and correspond to the ion
energiesE(Fs) relative to the energies at theE(Fs

0) low reference fieldFs
0

below the threshold fieldF th for the first ionization of each cluster molecule.
The truncation field is given in terms ofFs /FM whereFM is the laser peak
field intensity., mark the values ofF th, and . mark the values ofFco,
which are different for (D2)n and (CD4)n clusters. WhenF th5Fco for Xen

clusters, the value is marked by^ &. The labels on the curves correspond to
the ions: Xek1 @Xe459#, D1 @(D2)n#, D1 @(CD4)459D

1#, Ck1 @(CD4)Ck1#.
~a! I 51018 W cm22; ~b! I 51016 W cm22.
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and the ratiov/c reaches the values of;0.25 and;0.75
at high laser intensities of 1018 and 1019W cm22, respec-
tively. At these intensities the magnetic field can significantly
affect the electron motion, and the relativistic effects may
be of importance, at least atI>1019W cm22. To take these
effects into account, the electron motion was treated by
the relativistic approach, with scaling of the masses by
m5me@12(v/c)2#21/2, and using classical mechanics for
the electron dynamics in the simulations.

The numerical integration of the classical equations of
motion of unbound electrons and of ions was performed with
the time steps of 1 as and of 20–40 as, respectively. Simu-
lations of the inner ionization, i.e., of the ionization of the
atoms or molecules in the cluster, were based on the BSI
mechanism~Sec. II!. The removal of an unbound electron
from a cluster, i.e., the outer ionization event, is recorded
when the distance of this electron from the cluster center is
more than six times larger than the cluster radius of the Cou-
lomb expanding cluster. After the event of outer ionization is
recorded, the electron is discarded from the simulation pro-
cedure. Since the electron–ion interactions are included ex-
plicitly in our simulations, the hydrodynamic pressure on
ions associated with the high-energy electrons3,5 is partially
taken into account.

IV. CLUSTER INNER AND OUTER IONIZATION

The dependence of the ionization levelk on the laser
intensity I, presented in Fig. 2, is valid for single isolated
Ck1D4

1 and Xek1 ions, where the ionization is determined
by a single-step barrier suppression mechanism. Cluster mul-
tielectron intense-field ionization is distinct from that of a
single atom or molecule. The mechanistic differences pertain
to the novel sequential-parallel, inner-outer cluster ionization
mechanism, which differs from that of a single species
unistep ionization. For the onset of this compound cluster
ionization mechanism the lower limit of the cluster size sets
in when the cluster sizeR significantly exceeds the~single-
species! barrier distancexb , Eq. ~2a!, i.e., R@xb , and the
BSI mechanism for each cluster constituent produces an
electron within the cluster. Under these circumstances one
has to distinguish between inner and outer ionization pro-
cesses, both of which are affected by the inner fields of the
charged cluster.

The new features of cluster multielectron ionization are
that:

~1! Due to inner field effects, the cluster inner ionization,
which is driven by the composite fieldFi1F, ~Sec. III!,
differs qualitatively from single species ionization.

~2! The subsequent formation of a nonequilibrium plasma
within the cluster~Fig. 4! constitutes a novel phenom-
enon and is not encountered for single-species ioniza-
tion.

~3! The response of the plasma to the composite~laser
1inner! field results in outer ionization.

The inner field effects, manifested during both inner and
outer ionization, involve screening effects~which decrease
the effective field!, and ignition effects45 ~which increase the

effective field!. Any ion in the cluster is subjected not only to
the laser~exterior! field, F, , but also to the inner field,Fi ,
generated by other ions and by the unbound electrons. In
addition, at the onset of cluster ionization, when the laser
field is small, the inner field is locally enhanced by charge
fluctuations. One of the effects caused by the inner field is
the ignition mechanism, which enhances the inner
ionization.45 This mechanism takes place in a cluster, which
becomes positively charged due to the outer ionization pro-
cess. If the number of the unbound electrons inside the clus-
ter is small, then the inner field forceFi is oriented toward
the center. At any time, depending on the direction of the
field, about half of the cluster ions are subjected to the com-
posite fieldF,1Fi , which is larger than the laser fieldF, ,
contributing to the enhancement of the inner ionization level.
The inner fieldFi increases with increasing the distance from
the center, resulting in the maximal effect for the peripheral
ions. The effect of the inner field differs from that of the
ignition mechanism when the number of unbound electrons
inside a cluster is large. The motion of the highly mobile

FIG. 4. The dynamics of the electron cloud~represented in two dimensions!
in a Xe459 cluster at laser intensityI 51016 W cm22 and electric field direc-
tion along thex axis, as obtained from molecular dynamics simulations. The
numbers represent the timet ~in fs! and the laser fieldeF, ~in eV Å21!.
The circles represent the cluster size. The laser fieldseF, and the number
of electronsNe in the nanoplasma at each time are marked on each map.
The maps show the oscillation of the nonequilibrium nanoplasma in
the laser field, exhibiting left-side/right-side biased distribution wheneF,

5227 eV Å21/26.8 eV Å21 and a nearly central distribution at a low value
of eF,51.2 eV Å21.
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unbound electrons is roughly in a phase with the laser field
~Fig. 4!, providing a screening effect, which weakens the
laser field and attenuates the inner ionization level. The
screening effect is expected to be maximal in the inner re-
gion of the cluster. When the outer ionization process is
highly effective, so that the unbound electrons are depleted
from the cluster on a time scale close to that of their forma-
tion, the screening effect is expected to be weak and only the
ignition mechanism can significantly affect the inner ioniza-
tion. When the outer ionization is a less effective process and
a large number of electrons is located inside a cluster for a
relatively long time, the effects of both the ignition mecha-
nism and the screening may be significant. Characteristic
time scales for inner and outer ionization, which are deter-
mined by the time difference between the saturation and the
threshold of the corresponding electronic processes, are
20–30 fs for (CD4)1061at I 51016W cm22, and 10–13 fs for
this cluster atI 51018W cm22,25 manifesting laser intensity
and pulse shape effects, cluster size dependence, and the de-
pendence on the nature of constituents, which will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent paper.25

The inner fieldFi is expected to manifest temporal fluc-
tuations, due to electron density fluctuations in the nonequi-
librium plasma. These inner field fluctuations may increase
the composite fieldF,1Fi acting on some atoms and con-
tributing to the increase of the atom ionization level. Taking
into account the electron density fluctuations on neighboring
atoms, which are located at the distancesR;3 – 4 Å, and
assuming the charge density fluctuations to involve a few
electrons, we estimate the inner field oscillation to be of the
order of eFi'Bq/R2;1 – 4 eV Å21. The effect of such a
small field is of some importance only at the onset of the
ionization process, when the low laser field is of the same
order of magnitude asFi and the ionization level of the at-
oms is still low. The fluctuation effects may enhance the
inner ionization process at a low ionization level of the con-
stituents, but most probably it does not affect the final ion-
ization levels, which are determined by the laser field as well
as by ignition and screening effects. The ignition mechanism,
the screening effect, and the effect of plasma fluctuations are
taken into account in our simulations.

In parallel with the barrier suppression mechanism the
electron impact ionization can also contribute to the inner
ionization.16 The impact ionization events are determined
here by using Lotz’s model for the ionization of isolated
atoms and ions.46 This model was extended by us16 for the
electron impact ionization of atoms and ions in clusters and
is utilized to estimate the contribution of impact ionization.

The inner ionization process results in an unequilibrated
plasma~Fig. 4! in the cluster.25 The removal of electrons
from the plasma induced by the laser field constitutes the
outer ionization process. The mechanisms of the outer ion-
ization involve both the static laser field effects, i.e., BSI for
the entire cluster~advanced in Sec. VI!, as well as the dy-
namic quasiresonance effects.14,16 These general consider-
ations regarding mechanisms and time scales for cluster mul-
tielectron inner/outer ionization will now be confronted with
the results of our simulations.

V. CLUSTER INNER IONIZATION LEVEL

The simulations of cluster ionization were performed for
methane deuterated clusters (CD4)n at three laser intensities,
i.e., I 51016, 1018, and 1019W cm22, and for xenon clusters
Xen at two laser intensities, i.e.,I 51016 and 1018W cm22,
while a restricted number of simulations were also performed
for Xen at I 51017W cm22. Let us first consider the simula-
tion results for the methane clusters.

In the (CD4)n clusters atI 51018W cm22 all the C
atoms become C41 ions, i.e., they loose all the valence
electrons but not the inner (1s)2 electrons ~Fig. 5!. At
I 51019W cm22 the C-ions loose all their electrons and
become C61 nuclei ~Fig. 5!. At these high laser intensities
of 1018 and 1019W cm22 the ionization level of the C ions
inferred from our simulations is in accord with the BSI
mechanism for a single molecule@Fig. 2~a!#. This implies
that neither the ignition mechanism nor the screening effect
contribute to the ionization level at this exceedingly high
intensity. The situation is different at a lower laser intensity
of I 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 5!. At this intensity the BSI model
for a single molecule provides C31 ions @Fig. 2~a!#. The
simulation for the cluster results in the average ionization
level of C atoms, which is slightly lower thank54
and decreases slowly with increasing the cluster size. The
distribution of the Ck1 ionic charges is nonuniform and spa-
tially inhomogeneous. For example, the Ck1 ion charges
from the (CD4)1061 cluster are distributed over a wide inter-
val of 1<k<4, with a relative abundance of 0.2%, 6.2%,
17.5%, and 76.1% fork51, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
weakly charged ions withk,3 are located in the inner re-
gion of the clusters, whereas the C41 ions are located mainly
at the cluster periphery. The presence of a large number of

FIG. 5. Inner ionization of (CD4)n clusters. The cluster size and laser
intensity dependence of the average inner ionization level of Ck1 ions
for (Ck1D4

1)n (n555– 1061) clusters. The intensities are marked on the
curves. The decrease of the ionization level with increasingn ~and R0

2) at
I 51016 W cm22 is due to the increase of screening effects. The difference
between the~nearly saturated! ionization levels at the two highest intensi-
ties is due to the formation of C41 at I 51018 W cm22 and of C61 at
I 51019 W cm22. The single molecule ionization levels at these intensities
are marked by arrows.
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C41, C1, and C21 ions and their location in the cluster
indicates that the inner ionization in these clusters is affected
by both the ignition mechanism~at the cluster periphery! and
by the screening effect~in the inner cluster region!. In the
(CD4)n clusters C41 ions represent the saturation limit of the
ionization level up to the intensity ofI 51018W cm22. At
higher intensities ofI>1019W cm22, C61 carbon nuclei
manifest the saturation level.

In the Xen clusters, in contrast to the (CD4)n clusters,
there is no saturation limit for the increase of the Xe-ion
ionization level by increasing the laser intensityI, at least
not in the domain ofI<1019W cm22 considered herein@Fig.
2~b!#. With increasing the ionization level the jumps in the
IP values, which manifest the ionization of other electron
shells, are also not as large as in the case of carbon ions~Fig.
1 and Table I!. Consequently, we have a wider interval of the
ionic charges and a stronger dependence of the average ion-
ization levelkav on the laser intensity. The laser intensity of
I 51016W cm22 generates the Xe81 atomic ions@Fig. 2~b!#
for a single atom, according to the BSI mechanism. In all the
Xen clusters studied herein the average ionization levelkav is
somewhat lower thank58 for this laser intensity, decreasing
with increasing the cluster size~Fig. 6!. The maximal ioniza-
tion levelkmx is, however, larger thank58 ~some ions lose a
few 4d electrons by the BSI mechanism! and also increases
with increasing the cluster size~Fig. 6!. As discussed earlier,
the less charged ions are concentrated in the central region
of the clusters whereas the higher charged ions are located
at the cluster periphery. These features of inner ionization at
I 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 6! strongly indicate the manifestation
of both the screening effect and the ignition mechanism. At
the larger laser intensity ofI 51018W cm22 the BSI mecha-
nism for single atoms provides Xe181 ions with the outer
electronic shell of (4s)2(4p)6 @Fig. 2~b!#. In the small Xe55

and Xe135 clusters the averagekav and the maximalkmx ion-

ization levels are equal tok518, coinciding with the single
atom ionization levels~Fig. 6!. For Xen , n>249, both these
k values increase with increasing the cluster size, due to the
ignition mechanism, reachingkav522.3 andkmx526 @outer
shell configuration (3d)10] for Xe1061.

The ionization level distribution of the Xek1 ions
produced by Coulomb explosion are shown in Fig. 7
for Xe459 and Xe1061 clusters atI 51016W cm22 and at
I 51017W cm22. At I 51016W cm22 the distributions are
nearly cluster size independent, and are similar, with two
maxima, atk56 andk58, and with a minimum atk57. At
I 51018W cm22 the minimal ionization level isk518 ~all
the 5p, 5s, and 4d electrons being removed! for both clus-
ters. However, the shape of the distributions is different. For
the smaller Xe459 cluster, the fraction of ions decreases mo-
notonously with increasingk, whereas for the larger Xe1061

cluster the distribution demonstrates a maximum atk522.
The maximal ionization level for the Xe1061 cluster iskmx

524 ~with the removal of all 4p electrons!, as compared to
kmx521 for Xe459. The differences between the ionization
level distribution for Xe459 and Xe1061 at I 51018W cm22 is
due to the ignition mechanism, which is strong at the high
intensity and whose effect increases with the cluster size.

In addition to the BSI, electron impact ionization in the
cluster provides an additional contribution to the inner ion-
ization process. The number of impact ionization events is
relatively small. The fraction of impact ionization events at
I 51018W cm22 was found to be less than 1% for Xen clus-
ters and less than 6% for (CD4)n , n<1061, clusters. At
lower intensities ofI 51016W cm22 the fraction of impact
ionization events is larger, reaching 13% and 9.5% for
(CD4)1061and Xe1061clusters, respectively~Fig. 8!. The frac-
tion of impact ionization events increases with the cluster
size, being roughly proportional to the square of the initial
cluster radiusR0

2. In order to estimate the effect of the impact
ionization on the inner ionization level, we performed simu-
lations which ignore the impact ionization mechanism. It was
found that ignoring the impact ionization only slightly de-
creases the average ionization levelkav @e.g., for (CD4)459 at

FIG. 6. The cluster size and the laser intensity dependence of the average
(kav) and maximal (kmx) inner ionization level of Xek1 ions ~left scale! for
(Xe)n clusters (n555– 1061). At the intensity ofI 51016 W cm22, the de-
crease ofkav with increasingI is due to screening effects. Intensities are
marked on the curves. At the high intensity ofI 51018 W cm22 the increase
of the inner ionization levelskmx andkav with increasing the cluster size is
due to inner field~ignition! effects. The ionization levels of a single Xe atom
at these intensities are marked by arrows.

FIG. 7. The charge distribution of Xek1 ions in the Coulomb explosion
products of (Xe)459 @panel ~a!# and (Xe)1061 @panel ~b!# clusters at
I 51016 W cm22 and atI 51018 W cm22. Cluster sizes are marked on the
panels and intensities are marked on the curves.
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I 51016W cm22 kav53.79 and 3.58 with and without impact
ionization, respectively# and does not at all change the maxi-
mal ionization levelkmx. The effect of the input ionization
on the ion energy is minor, being of the order of 0.1%–0.4%.

The experimental studies performed by Ditmireet al.3,5

at I 5231016W cm22 reported very high ionization levels
of the Xe atoms, up tokmx535– 45, in the Xe2500(R0

'32 Å) clusters. Even for a considerably higher intensity of
I 51018W cm22 our simulations provide a lower ionization
level of kmx524 for Xe1061. At the smaller laser intensity of
I 51016W cm22, our simulations providekmx512 for the
same cluster~Figs. 6 and 7!. There is a possibility that im-
pact ionization may induce the high ionization level in the
(Xe)2500 clusters experimentally studied.3,5 One may argue
that the energy of electrons, according to the experiments5

and to our simulations,16 is sufficiently large~up to 3000 eV!
to produce Xe401 ions. However, using our scaling rule of
;R0

2 for impact ionization, we were unable to obtain a sig-
nificant increase of the ionization levels for the Xe2500cluster
as compared to those studied herein for the Xe1061 cluster.
The discrepancy between the experimental data3,5 and
our simulation results may at least be partly explained by
the inhomogeneity of the laser focus volume. The clusters
subjected to a higher intensity than the average intensity of
I 5231016W cm22,3,5 can produce ions with a higher
charge. In the work of Leziuset al.,47 Xe251 and Xe301

ions were detected in very large clusters,n;23106, sub-
jected to a strong laser intensity ofI 5531017W cm22.
These experimental results are consistent with our simulation
results, which provide maximum charged ions Xe241 for
much smaller,n51061, clusters subjected to a laser intensity
of I 51018W cm22 ~Figs. 6 and 7!.

Our simulation results reveal the important difference
between the features of the inner ionization of the first-row
atoms, like C, and of much heavier atoms, like Xe in then
corresponding clusters. In a wide interval of laser intensities

@1016W cm22,I ,331018W cm22 for a single C atom,
Fig. 2~a!# the first-row Z-number single atoms A lose their
outer shell electrons and become A~Z22)1 ions, in accor-
dance with Eq. ~4a!. At a very high intensity @ I .7
31018W cm22 for a single C atom, Fig. 2~a!# they also lose
the inner electrons and become AZ1 nuclei. In contrast, the
much heavier atoms are expected to increase the ionization
level almost smoothly with the increasing laser intensity, and
for the laser intensities available at present they cannot be
deprived from all their electrons, whereupon the formation of
heavy nuclei by multielectron ionization is precluded.

VI. CLUSTER OUTER IONIZATION

The outer ionization process removes all, or part, of the
unbound electrons, which were formed by inner ionization,
from the cluster by the laser field. We will describe this pro-
cess by an electrostatic model, similar to the barrier suppres-
sion model of a single atom~or single molecule! ionization
~see Sec. II!, which will be applied to the cluster as a whole.
This cluster barrier suppression ionization~CBSI! model in-
volves the balancing between the cluster exterior Coulomb
potential and the laser field potential at the cluster boundary.

The most favorable depletion region for the removal of
unbound electrons from the cluster is located in the vicinity
of the cluster’s border on the diameter directed along the
laser effective field. Electrons with a low kinetic energy will
be removed from the depletion region to infinity, provided
that the force exerted by the laser electric field exceeds
BQ/R2, with R and Q being the cluster radius and total
charge, respectively. Taking into account the oscillatory char-
acter of the laser field we replace the electrostatic effective
field by the mean square rootF, /A2 of the amplitudeF, of
the laser envelope function, Eq.~7!, whereupon the balanc-
ing condition at the cluster boundary is

eF, /A2>BQ/R2. ~12!

Let us consider the temporal domain with rising of the laser
field @ t,0 in Eq. ~7!#, when the saturation of the inner ion-
ization process is realized, with a fixed cluster ionic charge
beingQI , while the number of unbound electronsne inside
the cluster decreases due to the outer ionization process. The
total cluster charge is thenQ5QI2ne , increasing with time.
We assume that, in the course of the outer ionization process,
the redistribution of electrons inside the cluster is fast on the
time scale for the process so that there are always some
unbound electrons in the favorable depletion region referred
to earlier. Equation~12! then provides the condition for the
occurrence of outer ionization~at time t!, with ne unbound
electrons remaining in the cluster

eF,5A2B~QI2ne!/R
2. ~13!

Equation~13! characterizes the dynamics of outer ionization,
expressed in terms of the number of interior unbound elec-
trons ne(t) for a given value of the laser field amplitude
F,(t), Eq. ~7!, for a fixed laser peakF,(t),FM , whereFM

corresponds to the peak intensity. Concurrently, the nuclear
dynamics of the cluster Coulomb explosion, which is ex-

FIG. 8. The cluster size dependence of the relative impact ionization yield
for (CD4)n and Xen (n555– 1061) clusters. The fraction of impact ioniza-
tion is expressed relatively to the inner ionization due to the BSI mecha-
nism. The~small! relative impact ionization yield increases linearly with
increasingR0

2.
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pressed in terms of the time dependent cluster radius,R(t),
is known from the simulations. At the onset of the outer
ionization processR(t)5R0 . Substitutingne50 into Eq.
~13!, we can estimate the minimal laser field (eF,) ino ,
which induces the complete removal (ne50) of all the un-
bound electrons from the cluster as

~eF,! ino5A2BQI /R2, ~14!

which can be expressed in the form

~eF,! ino5~4pA2/3!BrmolqmolR0j2, ~15!

whereR0 is the initial cluster radius,rmol is the initial mo-
lecular density~in Å23!, qmol is the final molecular charge,
andj5R0 /R is a correction factor for the expansion of the
cluster radius due to Coulomb explosion. Equation~15! con-
stitutes the CBSI model for outer ionization, providing an
effective, approximate cluster size equation for the outer ion-
ization process.

In order to check the validity of the CBSI model, we
compared in Fig. 9 the simulation results obtained
for (eF,) ino for (D2)n , (CD4)n and (Xe)n clusters at
I 51018W cm22 (eFM5274 eV Å21) with the results evalu-
ated from the CBSI model, Eq.~15!, using molecular density
and charge data, together with the correction factorj ~,1!,
obtained for all clusters from the simulations of the cluster
radius. The use of Eq.~15! requires the data for the densities
rmol and molecular chargesqmol . For (D2)n r50.025 Å23

andqmol52, while for (CD4)n r50.016 Å23 andqmol58. In
the case of (Xe)n (r50.017 Å23) the qmol values ~in the
relevant range! were also obtained from the simulation. The
‘‘critical’’ fields eF, for complete outer ionization~Fig. 9!
calculated from Eq.~15! reveal an overall increase ofeF,

with increasing the initial cluster radius for (D2), (CD4)n ,
and Xen clusters in accord with the simulation results~Fig.
9!. The only exception from the monotonous increase ofeF,

with increasingR0 is the behavior ofeF, vs R0 for (Xe)n

clusters, which manifests an~unexplained! irregular cluster
size dependence according to Eq.~15!, which is not observed
in the simulation results. The CBSI analysis of outer ioniza-
tion for (D2)n clusters is in good agreement with the simu-
lation results~Fig. 9!. On the other hand, for (CD4)n clusters
deviations between the CBSI estimates and the simulation
results are more pronounced. The overall agreement between
the (eF,) ino values from the CBSI model, Eq.~15!, and the
simulation results for (CD4)n clusters is within a numerical
factor of &2. This relatively large deviation is due to the
occurrence of two distinct effective cluster radii, i.e., those
for D1 and those for C41 ions in the Coulomb explosion
expansion. From this analysis we conclude that the CBSI
model provides a reasonable, semiquantitative description of
the cluster outer ionization.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Extreme cluster multielectron ionization in an ultrain-
tense laser field (I 51014– 1019W cm22) is a rich research
area, being distinct from that of a single-species~i.e., atom
or molecule! ionization, in terms of mechanisms, nature of
ionic products and time scales for electron and nuclear dy-
namics. The ultraintense field for single-species ionization
is dominated by the semiclassical barrier suppression mecha-
nism ~the BSI mechanism!, where quantum effects are
eroded. The BSI provides a clear distinction between the
laser intensity I dependence of the ionization level of light,
first-row atoms, e.g., H, D, and T or C, and heavy atoms,
e.g., Xe. The light H, D, and T atoms are deprived from
their only electron atI .431013W cm22, while Ck1 ions
saturate with the formation of the bare nucleus (k56) at
high (I 51019W cm22) intensities. On the other hand, for
heavy atom ionization, e.g., Xek1, high-order multielectron
atomic ionization is manifested by a gradual increase of the
ionization level with increasingI ~Sec. III!.

FIG. 9. The cluster size dependence of
the minimal laser field strengtheF,

required for the removal of all the un-
bound nanoplasma electrons from
(D2)n , (CD4)n , and Xen clusters
~note thateF,,eFM). The simulation
data~solid line! are compared with the
results of the CBSI model, Eq.~15!
~dashed line!. The right scale repre-
sents the time scale for the attainment
of the laser fieldeF, according to Eqs.
~6! and ~7!.
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When the cluster sizeR ~or the size of a large scale
chemical system! significantly exceeds the size of the con-
stituent barrier distancexb , Eq. ~2a!, i.e., xb!R, a com-
pound cluster ionization mechanism is manifested, which oc-
curs via a sequential-simultaneous, inner-outer ionization
process. The cluster inner ionization is qualitatively similar,
but quantitatively different from that of a single-species ion-
ization. The cluster inner ionization produces a nanoplasma
within the cluster and in its vicinity, which retards further
charge separation. The inner field effects within the multi-
charged clusters result in plasma screening effects, which
decrease the effective field, and in an ignition ionization
mechanism, which increases the effective field for the inner
ionization process. The screening effect and the ignition
mechanism are local, being determined by the location of the
ion in the cluster. Our molecular dynamics simulations incor-
porate both the screening effects and the ignition mechanism.
The ionization level of the cluster atoms is determined by the
inner ionization process~which includes the inner field ef-
fects!, with electron–ion recombination effects being
negligible.16 In addition to the BSI induced by laser and
inner field effects in the cluster, an additional low-yield
ionization process in the cluster prevails via electron im-
pact ionization. The electron impact ionization yield em-
pirically scales as}R0

2, and decreases with increasingI, i.e.,
for Xe1061 the yield is;9% at I 51016W cm22 and;1% at
I 51018W cm22. The effect of the impact ionization on the
ions energy is very weak, being less than 0.4%. Ultraintense
laser fields induce extreme multielectron ionization. Our
simulations predict the formation of Xe261 ions from multi-
electron ionization of Xe2171 clusters atI 51018W cm22, in
accord with the experimental data of Leziuset al.47 On the
other hand, our prediction (kmx512) for I 51016W cm22

~Fig. 6! underestimates the ionization level (k535– 40) of
Xen (n51000– 2000) clusters reported by Ditmireet al.,5 a
discrepancy which may be due to the spatial inhomogeneity
of the laser intensity in those experiments. Finally, the laser
intensity dependence of the cluster multielectron ionization
yield manifests a saturation of the ionization yield with the
formation of bare light nuclei at very high intensities@i.e.,
C61 formation from (CD4)n at I 51019W cm22] and a
smooth increase of the ionization level with increasingI in
heavy atom clusters~e.g., Xen) precluding the formation of
heavy nuclei.

Subsequent to the formation of the nonequilibrium nano-
plasma in the cluster, the outer ionization process sets in. The
cluster outer ionization mechanism is unique for the large
finite system, and does not prevail for the single species ion-
ization. The cluster outer ionization constitutes a complicated
process of intracluster plasma ionization by the laser field. A
heuristic and oversimplified description of outer ionization
involves the CBSI mechanism~Sec. VI!, with the electro-
static barrier being located at the cluster boundary. In this
simple picture the energy transfer from the laser field to the
unbound electrons within the cluster is transcendented by a
quasiresonance mechanism, which is manifested by the os-
cillations of the center of mass of the unbound electron cloud
along the light polarization direction and will be addressed in
the accompanying paper.25
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